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Digital technologies offer opportunities and challenges for corporate

environmental management (CEM). In this paper, we provide an overview of

the literature on the relationship between digital transformation (DT) and CEM

using a systematic review approach in the Antecedents, Decisions, and

Outcomes (ADO) format. We review 181 papers published in almost 30 years

from 1997 to 2022 and identify studies and areas where DT has impacted on

CEM. We find that the literature examining the DT-CEM relationship has surged

since 2019 and is concentrated in areas such as green sustainable science

technology and environmental sciences. Further, we analyze the economic

consequences of DT, the drivers of CEM, and the mechanisms of DT on CEM.

Based on the literature analysis, we find that there is still a large gap in the

literature studying the mediators and moderators of the DT-CEM

relationship. Further, we find that firms with DT have better responsiveness

and improved CEM by using digital resources to accurately capture the

demands of different stakeholders on the environment. Finally, we provide a

research framework and possible research directions, and propose

corresponding management insights and policy recommendations.
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1 Introduction

With sustainability in the spotlight, corporate environmental management (CEM) is

receiving increasing attention from companies and markets (Kearins et al., 2010). At the

same time, digital technology changes are deeply penetrating into various industries. In

the process of digital transformation (DT), digital technologies are the core elements of

DT, such as big data, Internet of Things, artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain and cloud

computing. The traditional manufacturing industry not only faces new challenges

brought by uncertainty in the digital economy, but also ushers in new opportunities

for development. Scholars have found that digital technologies such as AI transforms
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modern society and contributes to the achievement of the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Alonso et al., 2021).

Thus, DT offers new opportunities and approaches for CEM.

Although studies have explored the relationship between DT

and corporate environmental behavior, they have focused on

corporate social responsibility (CSR) and environmental, social,

and governance (ESG) (e.g., Alkaraan et al., 2022; Costa et al.,

2022). For example, Verk et al. (2021) reviewed the CSR

communication literature and point out that there is an

additional cross-fertilisation process with digital

communication. However, their research is limited to the field

of communication and lacks exploration of corporate production

operations. Moreover, Castro et al. (2021) and Isensee et al.

(2020) provided a review of the relationship between

sustainability and digitalization, but sustainability differs from

CEM and their review is theoretically insufficient.

Notably, it is unclear which aspects of DT affects firms and

whether these effects act on their environmental behavior. Most

of the existing literature studies discuss DT based on a resource-

based view (RBV) and explore corporate environmental behavior

based on stakeholder theory (e.g., Betts et al., 2015; Fenech et al.,

2019), but studies that directly explore the DT-CEM relationship

and the theory behind it remains scarce. Therefore, in order for

filling the research gap in the DT-CEM relationship, we

attempted to elucidate the mechanisms of their roles using a

systematic literature review and to explore the role of DT on

CEM through the following three research questions.

RQ1: what are the economic consequences of DT?

RQ2: what are the drivers of CEM?

RQ3: why and how does DT affect CEM?

We follow on Paul and Benito (2018) and adopt the

Antecedents, Decisions, and Outcomes (ADO) systematic

review analysis framework. The ADO framework

systematically and comprehensively analyzes the drivers,

effects, and related decisions of the research subject, possesses

the breadth and depth of literature analysis, and is a widely

accepted literature review method by scholars across subject

areas (Dabić et al., 2020). We have deformed the ADO

method in order to study more effectively the three questions

studied in this paper.

We select literature fromWeb of Science (SCIE and SSCI) by

searching keywords, and snowball and filter the literature to

finally obtain 181 papers. Through the analysis of the literature,

we fully explore three research questions and uncover the

mechanisms of DT on CEM, as well as provide the gap of the

literature and possible future research directions.

Specifically, we find that the existing literature fails to

comprehensively understand the impact of DT on firms, the

drivers of CEM, and the mechanisms by which DT acts on CEM.

In addition, we find that there is still a significant gap in the

literature examining the mediating and moderating variables in

the relationship between DT and CEM. Furthermore, we find

that DT firms have better responsiveness and improved CEM by

using digital resources to accurately capture the environmental

requirements of different stakeholders.

Our literature review has the following three main research

contributions. First, we review the DT-CEM relationship and

further deepen our understanding of the DT-CEM relationship

by exploring the economic consequences of DT and the drivers of

CEM. The literature is still lacking in terms of clarifying the

relationship between DT and CEM. Therefore, comprehensive

and systematic research exploring the relationship is urgently

needed to identify research gaps as well as to develop an agenda

for the future.

Second, we develop amodel of the DT-CEM relationship that

will help future research explore the mediators andmoderators of

DT-CEM. This is important because DT brings new growth

opportunities for companies and CEM is a critical corporate

governance matter, so it is urgent to clarify how companies can

effectively use digital technologies to enhance the effectiveness of

CEM. According to our model, future research can grasp more

clearly the research direction of DT-CEM relationship, which

greatly improves the research efficiency.

Third, we have innovated a systematic literature review

methodology for ADO to inform future qualitative and

quantitative research. While the traditional ADO framework is

more suitable for studying a single object and has certain

limitations, our adapted ADO framework is more applicable

to exploring multiple study object relationships.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

states the theoretical backgrounds of DT and CEM. Section 3 is

the literature identification strategy. Section 4 is the content

analysis of the literature. Section 5 is the conclusions and

discussions.

2 Theoretical backgrounds

2.1 Digital transformation

In line with existing research, we define digital

transformation (DT) as a process in which companies use the

changes and opportunities brought by digital technologies to

accelerate the transformation of their production processes,

business activities, and production technologies (Demirkan

et al., 2016). DT brings changes to a firm’s business model,

which in turn changes the product or organizational structure

(Hess et al., 2016). Digital technologies inspire firms to find new

strategies for DT by disrupting the value creation paths they

already have in place (Vial, 2019). Verhoef et al. (2021) classify

DT into three phases: digitization, digitalization, and DT. In the

DT stage, firms use digital technologies to accurately grasp

customer needs, create value, and realize their business model
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choices for the firm (Iansiti and Lakhani, 2014; Pagani and Pardo,

2017).

Digital capabilities are seen as the key to gaining new

competitive advantages through DT for traditional

manufacturing enterprises, as well as the main source of

gaining sustained competitiveness (Annarelli et al., 2021).

Thus, digital capabilities are the foundation for firms to

improve customer experience, transform operational processes,

and reorganize business models to effectively drive DT

(Westerman et al., 2012). Annarelli et al. (2021) defined

digital capabilities as organizational competencies that enable

firms to extensively combine digital assets and business

resources, leverage digital networks, innovate products,

services, and processes to facilitate organizational learning and

value creation, and gain sustained competitive advantage

through management innovation. The dynamic capabilities

that result from an enterprise building, optimizing, expanding,

or aligning existing resources help to efficiently process

information and facilitate DT (Rialti et al., 2019; Warner and

Wäger, 2019).

2.2 Corporate environmental
management

The definition of corporate environmental management

(CEM) has been in a state of continuous development.

Klassen and McLaughlin (1996) defined CEM as the effort to

minimize the negative environmental impacts of a company’s

products throughout its life cycle. Today, CEM has been given a

new dimension with the goal of carbon neutrality and carbon

peaking, and carbon footprinting is gradually being taken into

account in CEM (Lee and Cheong, 2011; Beier et al., 2022).

However, scholars have found that firms did not support

CEM from the start (Munasinghe, 1999). Early on, some

managers believed that CEM required additional corporate

costs and reduced corporate profits. However, Klassen and

McLaughlin (1996), who examined the impact of CEM on

stock market performance, found that strong CEM can

effectively improve future corporate financial performance.

The reason for this is that different approaches to CEM

produce different CEM costs and economic performance

outcomes, so the quality of CEM is assessed depending on

what the firm wants to achieve in terms of market share,

profitability, and social benefits (Schaltegger and Synnestvedt,

2002). Later, Kearins et al. (2010) found that entrepreneurs

actively create a relationship between business and nature and

feel sorry for the natural environment because the business is

dominated by economic rationality. In recent years, CEM and

financial performance have gradually become effectively

integrated. Latan et al. (2018) studied the impact of

environmental management accounting on corporate

environmental performance and found that internal

environmental strategies and executive attitudes as well as

external environmental uncertainty of the firm have a

significant positive impact on corporate environmental

accounting and in turn improves corporate environmental

performance.

3 Identification strategy

3.1 Antecedents, decisions and outcomes

To make our review more scientific and rational, we use the

Antecedents, Decisions and Outcomes (ADO) framework of

systematic literature review. The ADO framework was

proposed by Paul and Benito (2018), which helps us identify

the highest level of clarity and coverage of the literature

(i.e., breadth and depth) and can systematically capture the

development of the literature related to the subject of study.

Using the ADO framework, we can identify the antecedents,

decisions, and outcomes of DT and CEM. The core question of

our literature review is how DT (X) affects CEM (Y). Since the

ADO framework is suitable for reviewing literature on a single

research subject, we innovatively propose a modified version of

the ADO framework.

First, we explore the economic outcomes of DT (X) adoption

by companies and categorize and analyze them to observe the

relevant literature trends. In other words, in this stage, we take

DT as the object of study, which has its own antecedents and

outcomes. The consequences of DT appear later in the third step

as antecedents that affect the CEM. Second, we analyze the

antecedents of CEM (Y) and classify them according to the

subject. Third, we analyze the impact and mechanism of DT

and its economic outcomes (X) on CEM and its antecedents (Y).

That is to say, the result of the first step is used as the antecedents,

and the result of the second step is used as the outcomes, and the

mechanism of the antecedents to the outcomes is studied.

Our variant ADO framework not only satisfies the research

method of systematic literature review, but also comprehensively

and systematically analyzes two research subjects. At the same

time, we dig out the possible connection between the two

research subjects, and explore the mechanism and impact

between the two as comprehensively as possible. Therefore, it

is reasonable for us to innovatively use the deformed version of

ADO to analyze DT and CEM. Figure 1 shows the analytical

framework of the research questions.

3.2 Literature search strategy

Since we are divided into three research questions to explore

the mechanisms of DT on CEM, involving multiple subject

knowledge and with CEM as the main key theme, we follow

Ameer and Khan (2022) and use a keyword combination
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approach to collect relevant literature. In addition, to fit the

research idea, we take the literature related to RQ3, i.e., DT-CEM,

as the base literature and use a snowball to collect its references as

well as the literature related to RQ1 and RQ2 in the cited

literature.

First, to ensure the quality of the paper, we search the Web of

Science (SCIE and SSCI) for relevant literature by keywords.

Based on the preliminary literature review, we combined the

keywords of DT with the keywords of CEM using Boolean

connectives (e.g., “OR” and “AND”). The keywords include

but are not limited to “digital”, “digit*”, “artificial

intelligence”, “information and communications technology”,

“big data”, “cloud computing”, “Internet of Things”,

“blockchain” and “corporate environmental management”. In

this phase, we obtain 176 papers.

Next, we stepwise screen the obtained documents. First, we

remove 39 duplicate documents (n = 137). Second, we read the

full text of the papers and filter out 40 articles that are not

relevant to our research question (n = 97). So far, we have

obtained 97 articles about RQ3. Third, we snowball articles that

FIGURE 1
Analysis framework of research questions.

FIGURE 2
Systematic review process.
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fit the research topic to collect their references as well as those in

the cited literature related to the research question, expanding the

literature by 84 articles (n = 181).

Finally, we obtain 181 publications on DT and CEM in

different fields, with RQ1 involving 38 publications,

RQ2 involving 46 publications, and RQ3 involving

97 publications. Our literature review process is shown in

Figure 2.

4 Results

4.1 Descriptive analysis

We categorize and list the Web of Science Categories covered

by the 97 publications in RQ3 in Table 1. From Table 1, we can

see that the most relevant field of DT-CEM related literature is

Green Sustainable Science Technology, with 35 publications

involved, accounting for 36.082%. Secondly, DT-CEM involves

more fields in Environmental Sciences. There are 32 publications,

accounting for 32.990%. The third-ranked field is Environmental

Studies. After that, Management and Business follow, covering

21 and 19 publications, respectively. Due to the characteristics of

DT, the literature of DT-CEM also involves fields such as

Computer Science Information Systems and Engineering

Electrical Electronic. From this, it can be seen that DT-CEM

is an interdisciplinary topic. The researchers explored the DT-

CEM relationship in the context of corporate governance,

combining knowledge from multiple domains of technology,

environment, and management.

Next, we count the years of DT-CEM publications. Figure 3

shows that the first articles examining the DT-CEM relationship

appeared in 1997. However, the literature was sparse for nearly a

decade after that. DT-CEM-related publications continued to

appear until after 2009. Notably, the publications on DT-CEM

increased rapidly from 2016 onwards, especially from

2019 onwards with a sudden rise. Thus, DT-CEM literature

has largely evolved with the changes in digital technologies,

which have brought new opportunities and challenges not

only to companies but also to researchers.

4.2 Theory, methods and variables

4.2.1 Theory
Most of the existing literature analyzes DT based on RBV and

dynamic capabilities perspective (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; Fenech

et al., 2019; He et al., 2020). DT enhances a company’s dynamic

capabilities and has an irreplaceable role in adapting to market

uncertainty and customer demand for individualized products.

From RBV, the strategic role of DT as a continuous fundamental

organizational change (Hanelt et al., 2021) is to guide enterprises

to add, remove and reconfigure their organizational resource

base through the introduction and penetration of digital

TABLE 1 Top20 research fields of DT-CEM.

Rank Field Record count % Of 97

1 Green Sustainable Science Technology 35 36.082

2 Environmental Sciences 32 32.990

3 Environmental Studies 25 25.773

4 Management 21 21.649

5 Business 19 19.588

6 Engineering Environmental 11 11.340

7 Engineering Industrial 9 9.278

8 Information Science Library Science 6 6.186

9 Regional Urban Planning 5 5.155

10 Engineering Manufacturing 4 4.124

11 Operations Research Management Science 4 4.124

12 Computer Science Information Systems 3 3.093

13 Computer Science Interdisciplinary Applications 3 3.093

14 Construction Building Technology 3 3.093

15 Engineering Civil 3 3.093

16 Multidisciplinary Sciences 3 3.093

17 Energy Fuels 3 3.093

18 Communication 2 2.062

19 Economics 2 2.062

20 Engineering Electrical Electronic 2 2.062
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technologies, and to drive the overall coordination, optimization

and implementation of DT in enterprises (Helfat et al., 2009;

Matt et al., 2015).

From the perspective of analyzing the antecedents of CEM,

most of the existing literature is based on stakeholder theory (e.g.,

Betts et al., 2015), RBV (e.g., Aragón-Correa and Sharma, 2003),

reputation theory (e.g., Martín-de Castro et al., 2020) to conduct

research. The RBV was earlier incorporated into the analytical

framework of CEM. Verbeke et al. (2006) argued that

incorporating RBV into corporate environmental investments,

rather than environmental strategies per se, has a significant

impact on corporate performance. Later, Sarkis et al. (2010)

constructed an analytical framework for CEM based on

stakeholder theory and the dynamic capabilities perspective of

the RBV. In analyzing the CEM of small and medium-sized

enterprises (SMEs), some articles have found the dilemma of lack

of resources for SMEs to actively choose CEM. However,

Aragón-Correa et al. (2008) combined stakeholder theory and

the RBV and found that SMEs attempted a range of

environmental strategies from passive regulatory compliance

to proactive pollution prevention. Among them, factors such

as SMEs’ organizational vision and internal organizational

structure are important influences in the implementation of

proactive corporate environmental strategies and can lead to

good financial performance. According to this logic, stakeholders

are the key drivers that motivate CEM, and CEM can bring

competitive resource advantages to companies.

4.2.2 Methods and variables
There are two main manifestations of DT in the literature

that explores the relationship between DT and CEM. First, the

literature explores the impact of DT on CEM behavior using a

particular digital technology as an independent variable, such as

blockchain (Saberi et al., 2019), AI (Cortès et al., 2000), cloud

computing (Sun, 2013). Second, the literature uses digital

technology as a moderating variable to explore the role that

DT plays in the relationship between other factors and CEM (e.g.,

Khin and Ho, 2018).

In contrast, there are many metrics for CEM, which can be

grouped into two main categories. First, whether the firm

manages the environment in its production operations, e.g.,

controlling the release of pollutants (Kim et al., 2019) and

reducing carbon emissions (Yao et al., 2019). Second, whether

the firm discloses environmental information (e.g., Wang et al.,

2021).

4.3 Content analysis

In this section, we group and analyze the selected literature

according to the research questions. Referring to most of the

literature, we explore the relationship between DT and CEM

using stakeholder theory and RBV. The content analysis of the

literature is divided into three parts. First, we analyze the existing

literature on the economic consequences of DT based on RBV,

FIGURE 3
DT-CEM publications per year.
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and present possible research gaps and proposals. Next, we

describe in detail the drivers of CEM based on stakeholder

theory and pose possible research gaps and proposals. Finally,

we describe the existing literature on the impact of DT on CEM

and present the proposals with the RBV and stakeholder theory.

4.3.1 Economic outcomes of DT
RQ1 of this study is to determine the economic outcomes of

DT on firms. Since the impact of DT on firms is multifaceted, we

categorize and analyze the literature in a comprehensive manner.

From RBV, companies undergo DT, which develops digital

capabilities, improves their resource endowment, and

enhances their competitiveness. In other words, DT triggers

corporate change. Based on an initial classification of the

literature, we analyze the impact of DT on enterprises in five

dimensions: firm value, innovation, productivity, organizational

structure, and supply chain.

4.3.1.1 Firm value

Why and how does DT affect enterprise value? The literature

has found that firms implement DT that use new technologies to

disrupt existing business models and change the way firms create

value, thereby improving firm performance (Matt et al., 2015).

Vial (2019) shared a similar view, arguing that digital

technologies disrupt the previous state of the firm, triggering a

strategic response as firms seek to change the path of value

creation while dealing with these disruptions create structural

changes and organizational barriers. The reason for this is that

evolving digital technologies drive change in markets and

industries, and business executives transform and innovate in

response to the new landscape (Gurbaxani and Dunkle, 2019).

Based on RBV, digital dynamic capabilities become an

inevitable choice for firms in the digital economy (Warner

and Wäger, 2019). Mikalef and Pateli (2017) found that

information technology-supported dynamic capabilities

effectively contribute to the market capitalization and

operational alignment agility of firms, helping them to

develop a competitive advantage in an uncertain environment,

thereby improving competitive performance. Subsequently,

further research found that non-technology firms adopting

digital technology had significantly higher market

capitalization and asset turnover, but significantly lower

profitability and sales growth (Chen and Srinivasan, 2019).

From a dynamic capabilities perspective, Mikalef et al. (2020)

analyzed the relationship between big data analytics capabilities

and competitive performance and found that big data analytics

capabilities are based on dynamic capabilities to have a positive

effect on firms’ marketing and technology capabilities.

Considering firm value from a customer perspective, the

literature has explored the impact of DT on firm value, finding

that firms mastering digital technologies can transform

production models, enable new business, and enhance

customer experience and loyalty (Verhoef et al., 2021).

Matarazzo et al. (2021) found that enterprise perception and

learning capabilities are triggers for DT to stimulate enterprise

value creation.

As a result, DT facilitates firms to increase resources and

enhance capabilities, which in turn increases firm value. The

propensity for resource-driven change often has a positive or

even beneficial impact on performance (Kraatz and Zajac, 2001).

From the above analysis, we can see that firms integrate existing

resources and learn technologies through DT, which can prompt

them to change their original models, develop dynamic

capabilities, and enhance their learning capacity and

competitiveness. Therefore, the accumulation of enterprise

resources promotes the enhancement of enterprise value.

Based on this, we propose the following proposal:

Proposal 1: Digital transformation is positively correlated with

firm value.

4.3.1.2 Innovation

From the literature in the above section, we know that DT

drives firms to change their production models and that firms

thus innovate actively or passively. Some digital technologies can

help firms to develop new technologies. For example, AI

facilitates firms to develop new technologies and use big data

effectively (Cockburn et al., 2019). In addition, AI affordances

support digital innovation in firms (Trocin et al., 2021).

Furthermore, a firm’s own digital orientation and capabilities

have a significant positive impact on its digital innovation, and

digital innovation positively moderates the impact of a firm’s

digital capabilities on financial and non-financial performance

(Khin and Ho, 2018). However, some scholars are skeptical. Usai

et al. (2021) argued that a generalized consideration of digital

technologies hinders the accurate assessment of innovation

performance. Using R&D expenditure as a measure of

innovation performance, they found that digital technologies

have very little impact on firms’ innovation performance, and

they argued that overuse of digital technologies is likely to deplete

firms’ long-term innovation capacity.

Overall, although scholars disagree on the impact of DT on

firms’ innovation performance, most of them believe that DT

drives firms’ innovative behavior. Based on RBV, on the one

hand, the leverage of digital resources activates the traditional

resources of enterprises, expands the range of resources at

their disposal, and realizes the effective combination of digital

resources and traditional resources. On the other hand, the

digital capabilities of enterprises strengthen the resilience of

traditional resources, and when facing uncertainty, enterprises

exert digital capabilities to realize the restructuring of

traditional resources. Therefore, we propose the following

proposal:

Proposal 2: Digital transformation is positively correlated with

corporate innovation.
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4.3.1.3 Productivity

DT has stimulated companies to innovate R&D and use new

technologies, reshaping production models and significantly

increasing productivity (Brynjolfsson and Saunders, 2009).

Pilloni (2018) argued that data and information are crucial in

the era of Industry 4.0, and that crowd-sensing and

crowdsourcing that come as a result of data and information

will bring new advantages and challenges. In response, scholars

have found that companies investing in employees learning

digital technologies significantly increase productivity (Tambe,

2014). In fact, from RBV, digital technologies can identify,

analyze, and reorganize existing resources and knowledge to

solve new problems and achieve accelerated innovation, and the

analytical capabilities of non-inventor employees in firms are key

players in helping firms create new knowledge in decentralized

structures (Wu et al., 2019). In addition, digital technologies may

pose new challenges for firms influenced by their resource

endowments. For example, Babina et al. (2020) found that

firms that invest in AI have higher valuations due to the role

of AI in promoting product innovation in firms’ trademarks,

patents, and portfolios, which is concentrated on the head firms

in the industry, creating a winner-take-all situation. Firms

develop their resource base to transform their competitiveness

(Uhlenbruck et al., 2003). Therefore, DT drives companies and

employees to improve their learning capabilities, increase their

resources and improve the efficiency of their use of resources.

Based on this, we propose the following proposal:

Proposal 3: Digital transformation is positively correlated with

productivity.

4.3.1.4 Organizational structure

The literature has identified a new situation for corporate

organizations in the digital economy (Fitzgerald et al., 2014).

Developments in information technology (IT) have profound

implications for organizational design (Garicano, 2000). Digital

technology, as a new resource endowment, disrupts the inherent

organizational forms of business. In the study of the relationship

between the diffusion of new technologies and corporate

decentralization, Acemoglu et al. (2007) found that firms with

more advanced technologies, firms in an environment of greater

uncertainty, and younger firms were more likely to choose

decentralization. IT can help managers plan production and

increase their autonomy and span of control (Bloom et al.,

2014). Further, Bonanomi et al. (2019) used network theory

to explore the impact of digital technology on a firm’s

organizational structure and found that people seeking advice

and information about digital technology construct an informal

social network that acts on the organization. In addition,

Kretschmer and Khashabi (2020) found that digital

technology affects different levels and dimensions of a firm’s

product creation process, thus stimulating changes in operations

and processes within the organization. Since the dynamic

resources of the enterprise influence the establishment,

development and maturity of organizational capabilities (Helfat

and Peteraf, 2003), the changes in digital technology brought about

byDThave triggered a series of changes in the enterprise organization.

Based on the above analysis, we propose the following proposal:

Proposal 4: Digital transformation is positively correlated with

organizational change.

4.3.1.5 Supply chain

Digital technologies have enabled disruptive changes in the

supply chain (e.g., Koh et al., 2019; Jabbour et al., 2020; Lezoche

et al., 2020). More prominently, blockchain technology brings

new resource endowments to businesses. With the globalization

of supply chains, it has become more difficult to manage and

control supply chain operations, and blockchain technology has

made this less of a problem. Saberi et al. (2019) found that

blockchain with high transparency, traceability, and security

combined with smart contracts can help companies remove

possible barriers to sustainable supply chain development.

Sheel and Nath (2019) surveyed 397 supply chain

practitioners in India and found that blockchain technology

can effectively improve consistency, agility, and adaptability in

supply chain segments, achieving enhanced co-competitiveness

of firms in the supply chain and increasing business performance.

Moreover, the use of digital technologies by firms can facilitate

collaborative supply chain optimization and identify and achieve

lean production (Camuffo and Gerli, 2018). Furthermore, Ivanov

et al. (2019) found that digital technologies can mitigate the risk

of supply chain disruptions as well as enhance supply chain

management for ripple effect control. It is thus clear that the

dynamic capabilities empowered by digital technology offer new

possibilities for the development of the supply chain. Therefore,

we propose the following proposal:

Proposal 5: Digital transformation is positively correlated with

supply chain transformation.

4.3.2 Drivers of CEM
From a basic review of the literature, we can see that the

demands of corporate stakeholders on the corporate environment

are the main pressure for CEM. Although there is also literature that

discusses the drivers of CEM in terms of external and internal to the

firm, or active or passive to the firm, stakeholders clearly understand

the relevance of the firm to environmental quality and play a decisive

role in CEM. Therefore, based on stakeholder theory, the section

analyzes the relevant literature on the drivers of CEM from the

perspective of three major corporate stakeholders: government,

customers, and investors.

4.3.2.1 Government

Government is one of the important stakeholders of business

stakeholders. The existing literature suggests that government
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regulation is the most important driver of CEM, being the initial

source of pressure and persisting in its role (Andrews, 1998;

Zhang et al., 2008). In some heavily polluting industries,

government policies and regulations set increasingly stringent

requirements for corporate performance patterns, prompting

CEM (Sanchez, 1998). In addition, there is also literature that

corroborates the role of government from the perspective of the

lack of government regulation. Alemagi (2007) found that the oil

industry caused serious pollution mainly due to inadequate

regulations and lack of governmental role.

However, influenced by differences in economic

development, it is necessary for the literature to consider

institutional contexts when exploring the role of government.

Valentine (2012) developed a CEM lifecycle and found that the

Singapore government developed CEM support programs to

meet the potential needs of firms in the first three stages of

CEM. Rowe and Guthrie (2010) examined executives’ attitudes

toward CEM and CEM’s reporting in Chinese firms and found

that government regulation has the most influential and

unpredictable role on CEM. In addition, Yee et al. (2013)

compared the main arguments of ecological modernization

theory based on the experience of developed countries with

the environmental practices of Chinese firms through

interviews with Chinese Hong Kong business executives. They

found that the pattern of interaction between stakeholders and

firms, such as the Chinese government, differs from the Western

European experience, with the informal relationship between the

Chinese government and firms characterized more prominently.

By examining CEM in the Pearl River Delta region of China, Liu

et al. (2018) argued that policy ambiguity is negatively associated

with CEM, and that intensive inspections mitigate the negative

association between the two.

In terms of regulatory approach, Raff and Earnhart (2018)

found that government enforcement, such as federal inspections

and monetary penalties, has a stronger effect on CEM. Rowe and

Guthrie (2010) also found ‘coercive government institutional

involvement’ to be a strong factor for CEM in their survey of

Chinese firms. Ding and Shahzad (2022) found that

environmental administrative penalties effectively supervise

CEM, mediated by the fact that fines significantly reduce

firms’ cash flows in the following year.

It can be seen that there is a consensus in the literature that

government plays a non-negligible role in the CEM. Usually,

companies must be consistent with their institutional

environment in order to gain legitimacy and resources. Facing

with governmental demands for corporate environmental

responsibility, companies actively manage their environment

to respond to governmental demands to avoid environmental

penalties and maintain their corporate image. Therefore, we

propose the following proposal.

Proposal 6: Government environmental regulation is

positively related to corporate environmental management.

4.3.2.2 Customers

Corporate environmental responsibility is no longer only a

moral constraint of the enterprise’s own economic behavior, but

also a social responsibility to the whole value chain system.

Customer is one of the important stakeholders of an

enterprise, and customer relationship is a contractual

relationship between an enterprise and its customers based on

purchase and sale transactions, which has an important influence

on the choice of business model of an enterprise. The role of

customers in CEM has been well explored by scholars. Zhang

et al. (2012) found that as consumers become more

environmentally conscious, they encourage firms to pursue

proactive CEM practices by purchasing environmentally

friendly products. Moreover, high-income consumers are

willing to pay a premium for environmentally friendly

products (Arora and Gangopadhyay, 1995). Crucially,

consumers’ perception of CSR somewhat triggers corporate

managers to engage in CEM (Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al.,

2015). At the same time, consumers who are aware of a

company’s fulfillment of social responsibility are more likely

to purchase that company’s products because of its

implementation of social responsibility (Boccia and

Sarnacchiaro, 2018).

In addition, customer demands for environmental protection

are to some extent the driving factor for the very popular “green”

supply chainmanagement (Hoejmose et al., 2012). In the study of

firms in transition economies, Earnhart et al. (2014) and

Earnhart (2017) found that foreign ownership and foreign

customers put environmental pressure on firms to manage

their environment. Earlier, Christmann and Taylor (2001), in

their study of Chinese firms, found that foreign-owned

customers exert environmental self-regulatory pressure on

firms through the supply chain, prompting Chinese suppliers

to adopt the ISO 14001 environmental system standard.

It is noteworthy that the maintenance of customer loyalty is

one of the motives of CEM. Moreover, CSR has an important

impact on building corporate and product image and influencing

customer satisfaction and loyalty (Choi and La, 2013; Martínez

and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2013; Latif et al., 2020; Liu et al.,

2020). In addition, the fulfillment of environmental responsibility

by companies positively affects the identification of customers

with the company, the emotions evoked by the company and

satisfaction, the identification also affects the emotions generated

by service performance, and customer satisfaction determines

loyalty behavior (Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque, 2015). Hence,

CEM and the establishment of a socially responsible image are

highly attractive to customers and help form customer stickiness,

remedy corporate failure services and consolidate customer

loyalty. Further, companies actively or passively engage in

CEM and develop appropriate environmental management

strategies in order to meet customers’ needs for corporate

environmental responsibility. Therefore, we propose the

following proposal:
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Proposal 7: Customers’ environmental protection requirements are

positively correlated with corporate environmental management.

4.3.2.3 Investors

Investors value CEM, mainly because it is an important

indication of the level of corporate governance (Wahba,

2008). Much of the literature finds that institutional

ownership is one of the ways in which investors exert

pressure on firms. Kim et al. (2019) found that institutional

ownership is significantly negatively associated with corporate

toxic emissions and significantly positively associated with the

likelihood of corporate environmental, social, and governance

proposals. In addition, environmental information quality

disclosure is an important measure of CEM. Wang et al.

(2021) found that institutional investors significantly positively

moderate the effect of air pollution on corporate environmental

information disclosure by studying China’s New Environmental

Protection Law, which plays a monitoring role. There are

exceptions, however. For example, Mura et al. (2019) found

that most Italian organizations, except those with environmental

and social certification, rarely disclose their environmental

information and CEM to stakeholders.

Institutional investors increasingly prefer socially responsible

companies (Dyck et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). On the one hand,

influenced by their own moral ethics, investors want their

investments to contribute to the achievement of social goals

and are willing to assign their own values to them (Lewis and

Mackenzie, 2000). On the other hand, because companies that

implement sustainable development and social responsibility are

able to deal with social and environmental issues properly, which

in turn improves their reputation and increases their competitive

advantage, making investors gain more wealth (Petersen and

Vredenburg, 2009). In contrast, the exposure of environmental

issues may damage the value of investors (Chan and Welford,

2005). In addition, some researchers have pointed out that

institutional investors can improve corporate social

performance (Cox et al., 2004). This is mainly due to the fact

that institutional investors with higher shareholdings promote

CSR by influencing board social responsibility issues (Pucheta-

Martínez and Chiva-Ortells, 2018), which not only increases

corporate involvement in social responsibility, but also improves

CSR performance.

Institutional investors are key stakeholders in corporate

finance, and the capital market’s “voting with their feet”

approach to decision-making directly or indirectly affects

corporate governance (Kejing, 2018). Institutional

investors are financially strong and have a greater

influence on corporate finance. Moreover, there is a

herding effect among investors, with other investors

following institutional investors in their decisions

(Scharfstein and Stein, 1990; Xiaqing et al., 2019). It is

noteworthy that institutional investors tend to select firms

with a better level of corporate governance as well as threaten

to sell firms with poor corporate governance to promote

corporate governance (Aggarwal et al., 2011). In response,

the active implementation of CEM and CSR by firms can

reflect the current status of their production operations and

financial performance. For example, Dhar et al. (2022) found

that the implementation of green accounting in heavily

polluting firms in Bangladesh significantly improved the

level of corporate sustainability. Therefore, management

takes the initiative in CEM and discloses CSR information

in order to cater to the preferences of institutional

investors and to reduce information asymmetry in order

to meet corporate financing needs (Brammer et al., 2012).

Based on the above analysis, we propose the following

proposal:

Proposal 8: Investors’ environmental preferences are

positively related to corporate environmental management.

FIGURE 4
Mechanisms of digital transformation for corporate environmental management.
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4.3.3 DT and CEM
The literature directly examining the impact of DT on CEM

is still relatively scarce andmostly discussed in terms of its impact

on CSR and sustainability. For example, Seele (2017) discussed

the potential of transferring big data algorithms for “predictive”

purposes to the field of corporate sustainability. The changes

brought about by the DT of companies correspond to the

information efficiency required for CSR (Zyglidopoulos et al.,

2012). At the theoretical level, the rapid development of digital

technology has increased the resource endowment of companies,

which in turn has changed the way companies communicate with

their stakeholders. Troise and Camilleri (2021) explored the use

of digital communication channels by companies and found that

companies use social media for product marketing and

promotion, CSR practices, and stakeholder interaction with

financial stakeholders. In the digital age, barriers to business-

society communication are greatly reduced, so businesses can

quickly and accurately capture consumers’ demands for

corporate environmental responsibility (Kıymalıoğlu, 2022),

while DT drives the ability of companies to fulfil their

environmental responsibility (Orbik and Zozuľaková, 2019).

Verina and Titko (2019) proposed that companies undergo

“organizational change” and “cultural transformation” and

find “ways to move towards customer centricity” in the

context of DT. Moreover, DT is a strong partial mediator

between CSR attributes and CSR authenticity (Liu and Jung,

2021). In addition, Camodeca and Almici (2021) found that

digital technologies significantly improve ESG and help

companies to achieve Sustainability Development Goals. In

terms of supply chain, the use of big data analytics by firms

can positively moderate the relationship between sustainable

supply chain management and organizational performance

(Zhu et al., 2022).

Based on the above literature, we can see that DT improves

the responsiveness of a firm’s resource endowment to

stakeholder requirements. Therefore, combining the

RBV and stakeholder theory, we propose the following

proposal:

Proposal 9: Digital transformation is positively associated

with the implementation of CEM.

In some industries, the use of digital technology can

effectively capture the environmental impact of a company’s

production. For example, in the construction sector, the use of

digital technology can accurately predict the carbon emissions of

commercial buildings in China (Xiang et al., 2022a; Xiang et al.,

2022b), providing valuable business insights (Chen et al., 2022; Li

et al., 2022), and drive companies to achieve their carbon peak

and carbon neutrality targets (Sun et al., 2022). In the energy

industry, the digital economy has been effective in mitigating the

impact of a coal-based energy mix on carbon emissions (Li et al.,

2021). At the same time, however, a few studies have found that

the digital economy has a negative impact on carbon emissions.

For example, Ma et al. (2022) found that the digital economy and

exports have a negative impact on consumption-based carbon

emissions using provincial panel data for China.

In addition, on CEM disclosure, Cerchiaro et al. (2021) found

that Distributed Ledger Technologies can simplify the processing

and packaging of ESG reports by creating agile, transparent, and

automated data collection processes. In further, Hughes et al.

(2021) found that technological innovations in ESG ratings based

on data scraping and AI are increasingly influential, as evidenced

by digital technology-based ESG ratings with higher levels of

standardization, more transparent rating perspectives, more

democratic aggregation processes, and more rigorous real-time

analysis. Moreover, the information transparency brought by

blockchain technology largely contributes to corporate

sustainability (Ronaghi and Mosakhani, 2022).

It follows that the use of digital technologies by companies

can advance the capture of results and more accurate ratings of

CEM. In turn, stakeholders can have a more accurate and direct

understanding of the effectiveness of CEM. Based on this, we

propose the following proposal:

Proposal 10: Digital transformation is positively correlated

with capturing the results of corporate environmental

management.

5 Conclusions and discussions

5.1 Conclusions

As DT and CEM research continues to evolve, we review the

literature on DT-CEM. We adopt a systematic review approach

using the Antecedents, Decisions and Outcomes (ADO) format and

adapt the ADO framework to our research questions. Specifically,

we explore the economic consequences of DT, the drivers of CEM,

and the relationship between DT and CEM. A review of the

literature leads us to the following four main conclusions.

First, the existing literature fails to comprehensively

understand the impact of DT on firms. Through reviewing

the literature, we find that most of the existing studies are

based on the RBV and dynamic capability perspective to

explore the impact of DT on enterprise resources and

capability enhancement, and the focus of the research object

is still concentrated on the micro level. In particular, through the

content analysis of the literature, we conclude that the economic

consequences of DT can be divided into five main areas: firm

value, innovation, productivity, organizational structure, and

supply chain. In addition, we find that DT drives corporate

change, and most of the existing studies focus on the impact of

DT on the micro level of enterprises. However, there is still a lack
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of research exploring the impact of DT bringing about

macroeconomic changes on firms.

Second, the existing literature fails to consider the drivers of

CEM in a comprehensive and direct manner. Through a review

of the literature, we find that the existing literature examining the

drivers of CEM is limited to the requirements of corporate

responses to stakeholders and lacks a framework for a

systematic and comprehensive understanding of the drivers of

CEM. Further, the existing literature still pays less attention to

the micro-level aspects of CEM. Therefore, we can conclude that

studying CEM drivers requires exploring the impact of drivers

and the relationship between factors on CEM through multiple

research designs.

Third, there is a serious lack of research in the existing

literature to understand the mechanisms of the role of DT on

CEM. Through a review of the literature, we find that the existing

literature mostly refers to environmental factors in the context of

the impact of DT on CSR, while studies that directly explore the

DT-CEM relationship are still insufficient. In particular, in the

study with DT and CEM as the main subjects, most of the

literature is limited to exploring the direct DT-CEM relationship,

and there is a lack of research on the mechanisms of the

mediating and moderating roles from within and outside the

firm. In addition, it is essential to explore the quantitative analysis

of the relationship.

Fourth, based on the resource-based change perspective and

stakeholder theory, we can find that DT helps companies

accumulate resources and improve their learning ability and

technology. More importantly, enterprises integrate and

reconfigure traditional resources through DT to mitigate

the disadvantageous situation brought by resource

proprietary. Further, in facing multiple stakeholders, DT

companies are able to accurately capture the requirements

of different stakeholders and have better responsiveness. As a

conclusion, we find that DT effectively improves the CEM

level.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a conceptual

framework of the DT-CEM relationship, which is shown in

Figure 4.

5.2 Future research directions and
limitations

By reviewing the DT-CEM-related literature, we propose the

following three possible future research directions. First, future

research still needs to further explore the mechanisms by

which DT affects CEM. For example, how companies

capture as well as respond to stakeholder demands for

CEM through digital technologies? What are the gaps in

the capabilities of CEM before and after DT and why?

Whether DT has stimulated corporate environmental

disclosure and why?

Second, future research can continue to explore the impact of

DT on firms at the macro, meso, and micro levels. Future

research still needs to further explore the definition of DT

and how to measure the process and effects of DT in

enterprises. In addition, future research could add quantitative

analysis of the economic consequences of DT.

Finally, future research could further explore the evaluation

of the effects of CEM, using a combination of qualitative and

quantitative analysis. In addition, future research could expand

the theoretical and empirical studies of the factors that drive

proactive CEM. It should be reminded that while focusing on

foreign customers valuing CEM, the literature focusing on

domestic customers is still relatively small. In particular,

whether CEM is heterogeneous for some companies that have

both foreign and domestic customers’ needs to be further

explored.

Our study also suffers from the following shortcomings. Our

literature has explored DT on CEM as the research topic.

However, the literature on the impact of DT on CSR may

involve a small number of discussions of corporate

environmental behavior. In these discussions, the existence of

factors other than environmental responsibility in CSR that act

together with DT on CEM remains worthy of continued

exploration and may be one of the directions for future research.

5.3 Managerial implications and policy
recommendations

The implications of this study are to provide a feasible path

for companies and managers to deal with the relationship

between DT and CEM. In the era of digital economy,

companies are facing more severe challenges. The

diversification of stakeholder needs and the explosive growth

of big data have substantially increased environmental

uncertainty, and companies must enhance their ability to cope

with uncertainty and react quickly to develop core competitive

advantages. DT reshapes corporate strategy, organizational

structure, production processes and internal culture to

enhance enterprise value, innovation capabilities, productivity,

organizational change and supply chain to adapt to the ever-

changing digital environment. By implementing DT, managers

can further analyze the environment in which the enterprise

operates, accurately adjust corporate strategic decisions, and

respond to the demands of all parties for sustainable business

development. In addition, companies can proactively cultivate

digital capabilities to capture potential opportunities in the

market.

In further, based on our findings, we recommend that

governments formulate policies to bring about better

sustainable development outcomes. First, we suggest that

regulators recommend an effective CEM evaluation

framework that includes corporate response to corporate
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environmental responsibility requirements of various

stakeholders. Second, we suggest that the government should

enact appropriate laws and regulations to promote the

development of digital technology and the fulfillment of

corporate environmental responsibility. From our results, we can

find that the corporate environment is largely influenced by laws and

regulations. In addition, digital technology is becoming more and

more innovative, and laws and regulations can effectively prevent

the abuse of digital technology and promote the benign development

of digital technology. Finally, we suggest a platform for real-time

communication between government, business and market, and a

platform that accurately captures government and market

requirements for corporate environmental responsibility based on

digital technology.
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